
THE LONG ISLAND SOUND

Long Island Sound is a tidal estuary of the Atlantic Ocean, lying predominantly between the U.S. state of Connecticut to
the north, and Long Island in New York to.

The goal was to reduce the amount of nitrogen entering the Sound by  Looking for grades on water quality at
swimming beaches? Most of the drainage of the Housatonic, Connecticut , and Thames rivers flows out
rapidly through the open eastern end of the sound and thus has little effect on the salinity. The low dissolved
oxygen levels limit the fishes ability to swim, feed, grow and reproduce and loss of habitat prevents success in
fish larval growth. This biological function has been threatened by both terrestrial and chemical alterations
resulting from urbanization of the area. EPA and U. Overall, there is a pattern of higher grades in the eastern
Sound and lower grades to the western Sound. Howard of New Jersey calls for states that share an important
estuary to form a joint management council. The Final Rule sets standards and procedures to promote the
development and use of practicable alternatives to open-water disposal. Save the Sound has successfully
lobbied for state funding in both Connecticut and New York to assist municipalities in upgrading their
wastewater and stormwater infrastructure. In primary treatment, sewage is held in tanks to let contaminants
settle. At the end of , wastewater treatment facilities reached 94 percent of their nitrogen reduction goal set by
the TMDL. Anglers seek bluefish, striped bass, winter flounder, fluke, scup, tautog, and weakfish. Silt and
sediment from the harbor contains heavy metals and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons , according to DEP
officials. A new Report Card was released on September 24,  Learn More in these related Britannica articles:.
The terminal would regasify LNG offloaded from ships, and this gas would flow through pipelines under the
sound to New York and Connecticut. The LIS RDT reviews proposed dredging projects to ensure that a
thorough effort has been conducted to identify practicable alternatives to open-water disposal. Atlantic
herring, which once schooled in the Sound but disappeared more than a decade ago, have returned. Save the
Sound also unveiled an upgraded website dedicated to providing public access to over a decade of water
quality data for Sound beaches, at www.


